ACHIEVING HEALTH EQUITY

Equity Charter Guidance Document
Illinois hospitals are redoubling efforts to eliminate health disparities guided by the four pillars of racial
equity in healthcare: Our People, Our Organization, Our Patients and Our Community. Focus areas are
provided under each pillar to be considered for the improvement work documented in your equity charter.
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ACHIEVING HEALTH EQUITY

Charter Terminology
This document defines important terms found throughout IHA’s Improvement Action Network (IAN) materials, including the
Equity Charter (see page 3). It is IHA’s hope that defining this terminology will foster better collaboration between your
team members as your organization works to define its racial equity goals and create its Equity Charter.

• Focus Area: Determined by your institution, the focus area, defines a specific and actionable
direction of change for your organization for a particular composite metric.
• Aim Statement: An institution’s overall goal within a focus area that works towards their
health equity vision. Your aim statement must be inclusive of a defined population, goal, time
expectation, location and guidance/ownership.
• Outcome Measures: An institution’s ideal result specifically relating to their aim statement. The
outcome measure will be easily measurable and tracks progress made toward the aim statement.
• Process Measures: Measures to document steps your organization is taking to improve in a
specific focus area. These process measures lead to achieving the institution’s desired outcomes.
• Change Idea: As part of the implementation plan, a change idea is an actionable, specific idea
for changing a process within your institution. Institutions can test ideas to determine whether
they will result in improvement and will often revise them as a result of these tests. The specific
actions you will take to drive change and achieve the goal defined in your aim statement.
• Supports: Assets currently available within your organization to implement/achieve your
change ideas, outcome/process metric goals, and aim statement.
• Barriers: Obstacles within your organization that must be addressed or taken into account
before you can implement or achieve your change ideas, outcome/process metric goals, and
aim statement.
• In-Scope: Work that is defined as the responsibility of the team to complete.

• Out of Scope: Work that may relate to the focus area or aim statement, but that is not defined
to be the responsibility of the team to complete.
• Executive Sponsors: Required senior or executive leadership in charge of racial equity vision
with decision-making responsibilities.
• Team Members: Those in charge of implementing the change ideas outlined in this Charter,
tracking progress made, and making the required future improvements to achieve the Charter’s
outcome measures and aim statement.

• Ad-hoc Stakeholders: Additional stakeholders that can be included in the process to implement
change ideas. Examples include patient advisory boards, community-based organizations,
community members, department heads, human resource teams, etc.

ACHIEVING HEALTH EQUITY

Equity Charter (2022)
This project charter clarifies expectations among the team and establishes the project's aim, measures,
goals, change ideas, scope, stakeholders and the process that will be used to monitor and report progress.

Pillar ______________ Focus Area ______________
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Process for Monitoring and Reporting Progress
Tracking tool(s): How are you going to track and measure progress?

Reporting: How will progress be reported and reviewed with stakeholders?
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